Promising

Dancing
Pitch: Anyone like to dance?
Theme: Dancing
Audience: Active people
Description: You will do a dance move on the screen after you uploaded a movie off yourself from your mobile device. On the screen you can create your own music-clip.
Interaction: Creating your own clip and vote others about their music-clip.
Remixing: Using old images as a background.

Image Memory
Pitch: Find the clips which belong together
Theme: Gameplay/History
Description: Put the same clips to gather solved clips will be in a mozaic after solving all the mozaic will be complete.
Interaction: Use your mobile phone to choose which clip you like to “turn”

1953
Pitch: Help keeping the Netherlands dry
Theme: Water flood
Location: Somewhere near the sea inside the Netherlands
Description: Choose between different tools to defend the Netherlands in 1953, You ‘ll need for example 10 persons to improve the water pump so i’ll need to search friends which can help. Every tasks requires a certain amount of persons to defend the Netherlands.

Gibberish
Pitch: Choose words to make a sentence
Theme: Wordplay/Language
Description: Make sentences and words in the sentence will be found in a clip and shown on the screen.
Interaction: Pitching words to make sentence together. Choose one word from those on the screen, you will be in control of that word. Now you can place it within the sentence wherever you want. However other people can change the meaning of the sentence by placing other words in front or after the word you placed.

Monument Battle
Pitch: Are you good in locations?
Theme: Monuments
Audience: Persons who like to battle friends for points in a game
Description: The screen shows a movie of an monument and persons can send an answer.
There will be high score list where you can see yourself!
Interaction: Type a city which is close, the closer the more points.
Remixing: Send in new movies of monuments and see them back in the battle.

Story line telling
Pitch: How do you solve the mystery?
Theme: Past
Description: Can you help your character solve the Mystery? Score points by making good
decisions and solve the mystery.
Interaction: By making an own Character you can take part of the mystery. Help your Character
making the right choices and solve all mystery's.
Remixing: By using old movies to create a mystery or multiple mystery's
Possible Mystery’s: A murder, A lost object, A crime or something else.

Improving
Camel Race
Based on the famous Fun Fair game ‘kamelenrace’. People log in through the web app and the
screen shows the picture of the person or his/her name on the screen, next to their camel. They
have to answer questions in a quiz-like experience about the videoclips or images from open
images that we show on the screen. When they answer right, their camel moves. When they
answer wrong, camel stays where it was.
Your own News
Pitch: Create your own news broadcast
Theme: News
Description: Remix old images with new narrative to create a news broadcast from the past.
Interaction: Select images and movies with your mobile phone to put them in a certain sequence.

Soccer Match
Pitch: Play soccer with your friends on a big screen
Theme: Sports
Description: Influence a player by choosing his play-style through your mobile device.
Interaction: Give a player a play-style with your mobile device to win the game.
Remixing: You see old movies of soccer with actions.

History
Pitch: Answering to few questions about the Dutch history. There will be old images broadcast on the screen.
Themes: Culture
Audience: Everybody
Description: Using the smart phone to answer questions. To win the person has to have the best score.
Interaction: Competition between people.
Way remixing: At the end of the quiz, recreating the history about what was the quiz (Queens Day, Liberation Day....)
Hang Men (Galgje)
Pitch: You will have a famous historic/artistic/political person or a famous place in Europe, world or just Holland on the screen, and you have to guess the name
Themes: Culture
Audience: Everybody
Description: Persons have to use their smart phone to type the letter that they are thinking about.
Interaction: Guess the name on the screen on that person, and broadcast the picture of the person who wins (thanks to Facebook...)
Way remixing: Using old images of Open Images

Flash Back
Pitch: Guess the past
Themes: Quiz
Audience: Everybody
Description: Broadcast old pictures of a famous place (It can be in Holland, in the world or in Europe) and the people has to guess what is this place. They will use their smart phone to type the name of the place they are thinking about. At the end, we will broadcast on the screen the two places: before/after
Interaction: Using smart phone to interact with the screen. Competition between people.
Way remixing: Using old and new images from Open Images

Library Escape
Pitch: Find your way out through the Library
Theme: Gameplay
Location: Library
Description: The main character needs help escaping the library. Your goal is to send help to this character by sending aid through your mobile phone. You can see on the big screen which problems the main character with content of the Open Images database.
Interaction: All persons can help, there will be a score list points will be awarded on things which help the character.
Remixing: Old movies will be used to tell the story.

Keep Healthy
Pitch: Make sure your surroundings have a good environment.
Theme: Environment
Audience: People which will show their care of nature
Interaction: Send tasks on your mobile phone to keep the house and surrounding clear.
Description: You can be a person in the neighbourhood and help the surroundings keeping clear. Movies from Open Images show things which happen and what you have to clear. Remixing: See movies and add your own.

**Combining**

**Own History**

Pitch: Create your own history  
Theme: History  
Description: Create a narrative by selecting clips as scenes, making a video.  
Remixing: Re-arrange historical videoclips and create a new narrative

**TimeLine**

Pitch: Put clips in the right timeline  
Theme: History  
Description: Put images in the right place at the timeline.  
Interaction: Use your mobile phone to select a clip and put it on the timeline.

**Terminated**

**Picture Yourself**

Upload images off yourself to create a stop motion movie.

**Remote Control**

Use the mobile phone for navigation on the screen by selecting words/moods and play with the big screen

**Snake**

Play a snake game with the web app by “eating” clips which will be shown on the big screen when eaten.
**Text bassed**
Pitch: Solve the Mystery  
Theme: Gameplay  
Description: With questions and options you have to solve a mystery. Select the good answers to win the game!  
Interaction: Play the game on your mobile phone  
Remixing: Make an own history by putting in images and movies

**OurTube**
Theme: YouTube  
Description: Have artist remix youtubeclips with openImages and allow public to interact with the screen as a giant youtube screen.  
Interaction: Public can choose what clips to show, app allows for a search through the database.

**Mood Swinger**
Pitch: Show the creature on the screen clips to influence his mood.  
Theme: Emotion  
Description: The chosen clips will influence the creature his mood.  
Interaction: Choose different clips with your mobile and see how the creature will interact with it

**Video FaceBook**
Pitch: Create your own history on facebook  
Theme: Facebook  
Interaction: Create facebook pictures with the images of Sound & Vision to make yourself into an old photo.  
Description: You see the images people uploaded after creating an Facebook photo.

**Games**
Pitch: Playing games on the big screen. The remote controller would be the smart phone  
Themes: Interactive games  
Audience: Everybody  
Description: Using the smart phone to play the game  
Interaction: To play against somebody, the screen will “interact” with your mobile phone  
Way remixing: Using old images from Open Images

**Book Fanatic**
Pitch: Test your Knowledge on Books/History
Theme: History
Audience: Persons who know stuff about the past
Interaction: Get a question, after seeing a movie, picture and answer with your smart phone
Description: Questions are being asked by the big screen. Which will be helped by a picture or a movie. The Crowd can answer the question by their mobile phone.
Remixing: Make your own questions by remixing content and making up questions.

**Live Moodboard**

Pitch: Throw your picture on the screen!
Description: Shoot, drag, drop the images on the screen and create a moodboard with all your friends.
Interaction: By your mobile phone you can add the images you like.
Remixing: Upload the images to the application.